The period of the Hungarian EU presidency, from January to June, starts in the light of criticism. Beside Hungarian projects, it is internal political issues that make up the major news in French Press. Greatly empowered government, new media law and taxation of multinational companies have been the main themes in the last month. Apart from that, newspapers highlight that the following period is of crucial importance due to upcoming energy policy, minority integration, eastern policy and further enlargement of the EU.

Passing the flag. On 6th January on the official passing of presidency, Belgian PM Yves Leterne declared that Hungary had proved its commitment to freedom several times during its history. After the successful Belgian six months there was still a significant number of steps to take, he added, therefore, he expressed his hope that Hungary would be able to continue in preparing successful decisions.

The motto of the following presidency is “Strong Europe”, on the basis economic development as well as human factors.

Energy. The synchronization of energy policy, on agenda from 4th February, is highly important. According to Leterne, innovation and creativity will be demanded in order to solve the problem, and urged Hungary to introduce a “European brand”.

Budget and enlargement. It is going to be the challenge of the upcoming months’ to vote on long-term budget for 2014-20, and also to facilitate the accession of Romania and Bulgaria to the Schengen Area. The integration of the neighbouring countries is a Hungarian priority; however, opinions differ here from the one of Germany and France.

Laurent Wauquiez Minister in Charge of European Issues claimed in an interview to Le Croix French daily newspaper: Schengen means responsibility; therefore, possible corruption must be taken into account. The Minister does not consider the two countries ready for accession; but supports their membership after reaching necessary standard levels. He considers the greek border greatly important, that is the reason why he “hails every effort taken to deal with immigrant pressure”.

Hungary would welcome the accession of Croatia to the EU in March, but the views of members on this point are not indifferent on this matter.

Eastern partners. Negotiations on cooperation might recommence with six former Soviet Union member states in May. Ukraine, Moldova, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Prussia and Georgia may tighten their bonds with the EU; talks are to be supported by US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton.

Minorities. Roma integration appears on the program as a Hungarian priority, in which issue Hungary could play a major role. The preservation of multiculturalism is an issue concerning all Europe. As Wauquiez mentioned: “Hungary has interesting experience on this matter”, and this way, Hungary could “bring positive force to the debate”. He also stressed that “France should not underestimate the new Mid-Europe.” The way he sees this, the culture of Egypt also includes the peaceful co-existence of several religions, which needs to be supported by Europe, with special regard to Copt Christianity.

Along with the presidency, some concerns have risen related to the host country’s home policy.
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Government. Several voices criticise the government’s unusually strong authority and are not certain whether the hosting country of the EU correspond to democratic requirements. According to Le Monde, central-left daily newspaper, “Europe is alarmed at PM Orban’s power, supported by his conservative-nationalist party, Fidesz,” which won the 2010 May elections with an overwhelming majority.”

Figaro leftist daily paper reports: “the reason for the fear in EU derives from the fact that authoritarian power appears in a country which has recently started its democratic development.”

“Conservative Viktor Orban, who gained the image of a “nationalist provocator” in Brussels, opposed to ‘EU’s or IMF’s dictating (his) behaviour’ in last spring. After all, will he be able to ‘find healthy balance between conduct and leadership’, as Minister of Foreign Affairs Janos Martonyi promised?”

Media. The issue most attacked is the media law, coming into force on 1st January, which does not have a positive effect on opinions about the country. The issues regarded as most worrisome are political influence on NMHH (National Media and News Authority), its wide and not well-defined authority, the obligation to reveal information sources to NMHH and high penalty fees. “The Hungarian government, headed by a debated democrat, who is, in addition, widely known for his anti-European views has just announced a scandalous anti-liberal law against Hungarian media.”

Commissioner for European Telecommunication Neelie Kroes, considering the composition of NMHH, expressed her “concerns” and “doubts” related to its independence. Her spokesman Jonathan Todd added: “balance” according to the new law touches every aspect of the press, although in common practice it regulates only television broadcast.

On 4th January, Fillon’s French government asked that Hungary change the text, as it violates the freedom of press in his opinion. Viktor Orban, cut in the quick, retorted to the criticism in his response on the 6th. “I would like that French government returned to reality and valid reasons.” That afternoon, Paris clarified that they did not have the intention of “giving lessons.” Even Barroso, visiting Budapest on 7th could not convince Orban, who claimed that “the law does mean censure or the limitation of expression of political opinion, but shaping responsible media, and aims at eliminating vitriolic, offensive, defamatory and sometimes anti-Semitic manifestations.

The way Wauquiez sees this, it is important not to confound internal policy with the problems of the Unoin, and despite the media law’s unlucky timing, Hungary is ready to negotiate on this matter.

In his speech on 19th January, EU representative Daniel Cohn-Bendit pointed out that “media cannot be balanced.” The vice-president of the Green Party also declared that the “nationalist-populist” prime minister “does not understand the essence and structure of democracy.” In his response, Orban initiated professional
debate and suggested that European and Hungarian matters be handled separately. Socialist president Martin Schulz shared the views of Cohn-Bendit. In his opinion, the aim of the media is to control and "disturb" politics, not the other way round.

Hungary received a two weeks’ moratorium to prove that the new law corresponds to European norms.17

**Tax.** The second debated law concerns the taxation of multinational companies. Regulations affect mainly German, French, Czech, Austrian and Dutch firms, which handed in a written protestation sent to Brussels. Effects of the law are still under examination.18

**Nationality.** Some researchers claim that giving Hungarian nationality to Hungarian minorities living outside the borders has a negative effect on the country’s relationships with neighbouring states.19

**Philosophers.** The procedures started against philosophers of Szeged are seen as a way of silencing opposing opinions by Libération. According to the indictment against Ágnes Heller and her companions, they received a sum of money equivalent to 1.8 million Euros for a fictive project (Platon-translation). Others see this as a response to Heller’s acts against media law.

The governments of the 27 member states, representatives of the parliaments, and the EU Commission have been addressed in a call for help, written by former anticommunist personalities Václav Havel, Petr Uhl, Arpád Göncz, Miklós Haraszti, György Konrád and Adam Michnik. „What the Union tried to hinder and what many believed to be impossible now seems to happen: we can witness the birth of an antidemocratic power inside the European borders. (…) Disrespect of a country’s basic laws means humiliation for all Europe.”20

In summary, the French press presents a two-sided image of Hungary at the beginning of the presidency in 2011. In accentuated Unionist issues, such as the stabilization of the euro, energy policy, minority integration, common effort is to be expected. When it comes to the enlargement of the Schengen Zone or the EU, French viewpoints differ from the one of Hungarian priorities. Lastly, internal politics have come in for substantial criticism of the major daily and weekly newspapers.
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